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OOoSwitch: 501 Things You Want to Know About Switching To OpenOffice.org from Microsoft OfficeHentzenwerke Publishing, 2003
As Microsoft Office users are converting to OpenOffice.org in droves due to a wide difference in price and no onerous licensing or restrictive installation and activation requirements, this timely guide to making this switch helps MS Office users get up to speed quickly. With the goal of preventing Office users from becoming bogged down and...
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PostgreSQL Developer s GuidePackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, develop, and implement streamlined databases with PostgreSQL


	About This Book

	
		Design efficient, real-world database solutions and extend your knowledge of database concepts
	
		Learn how to program using native PostgreSQL procedural languages to write custom functions
	...
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Legal Guide for Starting & Running a Small Business, Seventh EditionNolo, 2003
While it cannot eliminate all need for a flesh-and-blood lawyer, attorney  Fred Steingold's Legal Guide for Starting & Running a Small Business, Volume  1 does the next best thing by offering a clear and concise path around many of the legal pitfalls encountered regularly by today's entrepreneur. And in this newly updated third...
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Running Mainframe z on Distributed Platforms: How to Create Robust Cost-Efficient Multiplatform z EnvironmentsApress, 2014

	Running Mainframe z on Distributed Platforms reveals alternative techniques not covered by IBM for creatively adapting and enhancing multi-user IBM zPDT environments so that they are more friendly, stable, and reusable than those envisaged by IBM. The enhancement processes and methodologies taught in this book yield multiple...
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Limited Liability Companies For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
What is a limited liability company? How is an LLC different from a corporation? Should you form an LLC for your business? Limited Liability Companies For Dummies, answers all of your questions about LLCs and demystifies the formation and management of these increasingly popular business entities.

This clear, concise guide...
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Managing Virtual Infrastructure with Veeam® ONE(TM)Packt Publishing, 2014

	Discover ways to manage your virtual infrastructure with Veeam® ONE™ in a development environment


	About This Book

	
		Implement Veeam® ONE™ for 24/7, real-time monitoring and notifications
	
		Virtualize your datacenter/server estate and effectively manage your...
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One Simple Idea: Turn Your Dreams into a Licensing Goldmine While Letting Others Do the WorkMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Turn your one simple idea into millionsâ€•without lifting a finger!


	“Ever heard of Teddy Ruxpin or Lazer Tag? Both have Stephen Key’s mark on them. He is the Yoda or ‘renting’ ideas for serious passive income. From how-to to war stories, this is a great book.”

	â€•Tim Ferriss, author...
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Unity 3.x Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2011

	When we began creating Unity, we were just three programmers working on
	a beautiful little game. There weren't any good game engines that one could
	license without putting down wads of cash, so we created our own. We eventually decided that we enjoyed the challenge of making great tools even more than making games, and after some soul...
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McGraw-Hill's HVAC Licensing Study GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Get All the Practice Questions and Answers, Calculations, and Troubleshooting Tips You Need to Ace the major HVAC Licensing Exams!

HVAC technicians and students alike can turn to the HVAC Licensing Study Guide for everything they need to prepare for and pass the major HVAC licensing exams on the very first try! Designed...
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Developing Series 60 Applications: A Guide for Symbian OS C++ DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2004

The first official book on Series 60 Platform development—from design to deployment


Series 60 smartphone developers are deploying the next wave of mobile services. With more than 60% of all mobile phone manufacturers licensing Series 60 Platform, Series 60 represents the smartphone market with the largest user...
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OpenSolaris BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
After a beginning overview of the history of OpenSolaris, its open-source licensing, and the community development model, this book then goes on to highlight the aspects of OpenSolaris that differ from more familiar operating systems. You’ll learn how to become a power user of OpenSolaris by maximizing the abilities of advanced features like...
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MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-686): Windows 7 Desktop AdministratorMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Announcing an all-new SELF-PACED TRAINING KIT designed to help maximize your performance on 70-686, the required exam for the MCITP: Windows 7, Desktop Administrator certification. This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft® study guide, plus practice tests on CD to help you assess your skills. It comes packed with the tools...
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